Arts Festival on ‘Integrity in Healthcare’ (National Bioethics Conference, 2014)

For the National Bioethics Conference, 2014, held at St. John’s Medical College, the Division of Health and Humanities held a parallel Arts Festival on the topic of ‘Integrity in Healthcare’ and the following plays along with EMPATHY NOW were commissioned and staged at the Festival and were subsequently filmed for dissemination and wider usage.

A Heart to Heart - a short play on empathy in healthcare
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfGMw7gvS8

Can You Feel This? - a short play on empathy in healthcare
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJeMIA89-1c
MPL - a short play on empathy in healthcare
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8MqSjWKpuks